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•There are not clear 
relationships between 
cause and effect: they 
are multi-causal
•They have many 
interdependent 
elements/parts
•The parts change each 
other – they adapt
•The problem is 
constantly changing
•They do not have a 
right answer
Australian Public Service Commission, 2007 









– Applied Complexity Approach
• Embrace complexity
http://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexity-map_feb09.html
Snowden and Stanbridge, 2004 
Argued: Systems Thinking Not Appropriate
Argued: Systems Thinking Not Appropriate
• risk that the wicked problem could be exacerbated due to
– undesirable consequences, and 
Camillus, 2008, p. 100; Westley et al., 2007, p. 10
– other problems
Grint, 2005, p. 1473
Argued: Systems Thinking Not Appropriate













Law of Requisite Variety
• ͚IŶ theoƌǇ, this ŵeaŶs that to ĐoŶtƌol suĐh a sǇsteŵ [wiĐked 
problem], we need as many elements in the control as there 
aƌe states the sǇsteŵ ĐaŶ take oŶ.͛  
Batty, M. (2010)
Complex Adaptive Systems
Design Initiatives to Assist Positive Emergence
• empirical research has shown large complex systems, such as 
communities, require enabling conditions to be created in order to 
maintain the coordination required for emergent self-organisation 
and adaptive capability 
McKelvey and Lichtenstein, 2007
Design Initiatives to Assist Positive Emergence
• ͚EŵeƌgeŶĐe follows a Ŷow well-understood route ......In other 
words, a new order appears if forces at play exert tension on 
the system; a small change, if amplified, leads to a 
transformative process which, fuelled with the new imported 
resources and positively reinforcing forces, leads to a new 
eƋuiliďƌiuŵ͛
Thietart, R. And Forgues, B ;ϮϬϭϭͿ, ͚CoŵpleǆitǇ SĐieŶĐe aŶd OƌgaŶisatioŶ ,͛














• Align with Applied Complexity Approach to Systemic Design
Zivkovic, 2018
Systemic Innovation Lab
• Supports systemic design, solution ecosystem and systemic 
innovation approaches.  
• Contains key features recommended for addressing wicked 
problems.
Zivkovic, 2018










Focuses on addressing 
complex problems 
✓ ✓
Takes a place-based 
approach 
✓
Takes a transition 
management approach 
✓
Enables coherent action 
by diverse actors 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓






Focuses on government 





– Collaboration of diverse stakeholders including users and government.  
• Take a transition management, systemic innovation and networked 
governance approach that is enabled by government.
• Meso Level
– Solution ecosystem of initiatives and the organisations that are 
collaborating on these initiatives.  
• Each initiative addresses one or more of the numerous causal factors that 
underpin the targeted wicked problem.
• Micro Level
– Specific methodology used by a Systemic Innovation Lab
• Based on systemic design: a core set of principles that are a crossover between 
design and complexity theory. 




• Form core team
• Build core team capability
– Commence Elective: Systemic Innovation Labs
– Unit 1 Complex Systems Leadership Program
• Define solution ecosystem boundary
• Frame solution ecosystem
• Undertake initial mapping of solution ecosystem initiatives and 
organisations
– Based oŶ the Đoƌe teaŵs͛ kŶowledge aŶd eǆpeƌieŶĐe







• Further build core team capability
– Complete Units 2 & 3 Complex Systems Leadership Program
• Core team engages with users
– Users: the initiatives and the organisations in the solution ecosystem that are 
collaborating on these initiatives  
• Detailed mapping of the solution ecosystem undertaken by core team 
– Key informant interviews
– Sub-system focus groups
FEMLAS: Map Stage
• Enter into the online tool the mapping data that was collected during the 
Explore stage











• Distribute second briefing paper that informs users of the results of the 
mapping process
• Invite all users to participate in a large group intervention process to co-
create initiatives that address identified gaps
– Users identify if their organisations and initiatives can address the identified gaps in 
effort by amending their existing initiatives or creating new initiatives 
– Users are encouraged to co-create new initiatives with other users
FEMLAS: Share Stage
• Transition card updated to incorporate amended and new initiatives from 
the Address Stage
• TƌaŶsitioŶ Đaƌd eŵďedded oŶ Laď͛s weďsite
– Can then be viewed, discussed and shared by users
• FEMLAS Cycle Completion Report prepared and disseminated to 
stakeholders
Post FEMLAS Cycle
• Useƌs Đoŵplete aŶ oŶliŶe foƌŵ oŶ the Laď͛s weďsite to iŶfoƌŵ the Đoƌe 
team of any further changes
• Core team updates the transition card
• Periodically the FEMLAS iterative loop is repeated to re-engage users







